
Control your data in the cloud with arkOS

 Safe from  
 Prying Eyes

ArkOS lets you put your online existence in the cloud without letting 

your data fall into the hands of commercial data gatherers. The 

system is easy to administer, and you can expand it using a handy 

system of extensions. By Ferdinand Thommes

combing through customer data to turn up 
marketing clues.

The CitizenWeb [1] platform and the 
arkOS private cloud server project were de-
veloped to simplify the task of hosting your 
online presence, so you can run a private 
web and mail server on your own hardware 
instead of moving to the commercial cloud. 
ArkOS [2] is a minimal and highly mobile 

Many users want access to their 
data from anywhere in the 
world. Cloud services have 
sprung up in the past few years 

to address this need for universal access, but 
placing your data in the cloud means giving 
up control. Most commercial cloud solutions 
also mean giving up some privacy, since 
companies like Google make money by 
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platform built on Arch Linux and the ARM 
platform [3]. The ArkOS project, which is 
covered by a GPL license [4], is intended to 
let users offer server-oriented services on 
their own without a steep learning curve. 
ArkOS lets you easily configure your Rasp-
berry Pi to host web pages and blogs with 
WordPress or Jekyll [5] and data storage with 
ownCloud. The platform also includes a mail 
server, as well as tools for handling social 
networking accounts and additional cloud 
services.

ArkOS developer Jacob Cook built arkOS 
for server applications using Linux tools with 
a particularly small footprint, which is par-
ticularly important for the resource-chal-
lenged Rasp Pi. The native ArkOS repository 
offers fewer updates than most Arch-based 
systems to maximize stability and facilitate 
system administration for developers with lit-
tle prior knowledge of Linux. Experienced 
users will still find the complete arsenal of 
Linux tools and commands.

ArkOS, which is designed as a modular 
system, consists of the distribution itself to-
gether with the web front end Genesis, 
which is written in Python. Genesis, which 
works on Arch-based systems and will some-
day be available for other distros, combines 
system admin and content management via a 
nicely arranged web interface. The developer 
has designated the project status as beta – 
ready for testing but not yet recommended 
for production. Over the course of tests con-
ducted for this article, a very responsive de-
veloper has already fixed several defects.

InstallatIon
You have two ways to get arkOS boot ready 
on the Rasp Pi. A graphical installer that 
transfers the program in bootable form to an 
SD card is currently available only for Linux 
and Mac OS X. If you want to install arkOS 
from Windows, you currently need to under-
take the installation manually on the basis of 
an arkOS image. However, an installer for 
Windows is already in the works.

In the first step of a graphically guided in-
stallation, download the installer from the 
project page [6] to a home computer and in-
stall it there. Next, connect an SD card with 
at least 8GB of storage to the same computer. 
Now you can start the installer, which is or-
dinarily found in the application menu of the 
respective graphical interface. Alternatively, 
you can use the command ./Installer.py to 
unpack the installer image and start the in-
stallation routine from the folder containing 
the unpacked files.

After launch, the installation software de-
termines which mirror server is geographi-
cally the closest and on which device arkOS 
should be installed. When specifying the tar-
get device, you must exercise the greatest 
caution, because the installer internally uses 
the tool dd, which will overwrite the speci-
fied medium without mercy. With respect to 
the available choices, the installer offers all 
of the storage media that are on the com-
puter, including hard drives, USB sticks, 
and SD cards. You should therefore be 
able to determine the correct target device, 
in this case the SD card, by checking the 
size of the selected device.

After confirming the entries, the installer 
downloads about 280MB from the project 
servers and installs arkOS on the designated 
SD card (see also the “Choosing a Card” 
box). This step may take from 5 to 15 min-
utes, depending on the computer and the 
speed of your network connection. At the 
end of the process, the tool reports that 
arkOS is installed and that you can take the 
card out of the computer and attach it to the 
Rasp Pi.

Manual InstallatIon
The process of manual installation (i.e., 
without the help of the installer), does not 
take much more effort. To begin, you can di-
rectly download the compressed arkOS 
image [6] and decompress it. Then, put the 
SD card in the computer that is supposed to 
accept the image. If the computer is running 
Linux, determine the device name of your SD 
card from the output of the fdisk ‑l com-
mand (you need root access rights). Next, 
write the image manually on the card by in-
voking the tool dd.

$ dd if=/home/raspi/arkos‑U

  2013‑07‑16.img of=dev/sdc bs=1M

In this example, /dev/sdc is the device name 
output by the fdisk ‑l command for the SD 
card. Remember that dd always writes di-

If you plan to purchase a brand new SD card 
intended for arkOS or other Pi projects, you 
should first consult the compatibility list in the 
Raspberry Center [20]. Many of the fast cards 
currently available for cameras are not com-
patible with the Rasp Pi. In my experience, 
class 4 and class 6 cards cause the fewest 
number of problems, and they also save you 
money in comparison to the expensive class 
10 cards.

Choosing a Card
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with the actual device designator. As a Unix 
derivative, Mac OS X knows about the dd 
tool, which you use the same way you would 
use it in Linux:

$ dd if=/<path_to_ISO>/arkos‑U

  2013‑07‑16.img of=/dev/diskX bs=1M

Under Windows, instead of using dd, find a 
program that can handle ISO images, such as 
the popular Win32 Disk Imager [7]. Then 
you can select the already decompressed ISO 
file together with the SD card and write the 
image to the card. The next steps are not dif-
ferent from what you would do in Linux or 
Mac OS X. For administration using the con-
sole, you use PuTTY [8] instead of ssh under 
Windows.

GenesIs
Shortly after the computer starts up, you can 
control the arkOS web front end in the 
browser of another computer on the same 
network over the address http://arkos:8000. 
If this fails to work on your first try, replace 
arkos with the IP address of the Rasp Pi. You 
will quickly find this address by starting the 
installer again and using the menu entry for 
scanning the network. This will show you a 
list of all connected Rasp Pi computers, to-
gether with their IP addresses.

Additionally, you can restart the Rasp Pi or 
just the web front end from the menu. When 
you first log in, a request for user name and 
password comes up, and you should respond 
with admin both times. Next, the web inter-
face Genesis launches, displaying a request 
for a new user account name and a new  
password (Figure 1).

Genesis is a modular framework written 
in Python that interacts with plugins. These 
plugins install and configure applications 
according to the specification of the user. 
The name Webapps refers to a collection of 
functions that enable, with just one click, 
the downloading, installation, and basic 
configuration of applications like Word-
Press, Nginx, or ownCloud inside arkOS. 
This process is achieved with the help of al-
ready prepared scripts, which the frame-
work executes with a single mouse click. 
Execution of a script may set up databases, 
preconfigure a web server, or adjust net-
work settings as required. At the end of the 
process, you receive a link, which you can 
follow to finish the application according to 
your wishes.

The first step is to specify some basic set-
tings like host name and time zone in the 

rectly to the device rather than to a num-
bered partition such as /dev/sdc1. You should 
adjust the target location of the ISO image  
(/home/raspi/ in this example) and the image 
name (arkos‑2013‑07‑16.img) according to 

the realities of your situation.
A few minutes after you 
launch this command, a 

prompt appears, and 
the image stored on 
the SD card is ready 
for booting. Now 
you can attach the 
card to the Rasp 
Pi. As soon as 
you plug in the 
power supply, the 
image will boot 

up. After about a 
minute, you can 

switch over to the 
arkOS web interface.

If computer with the SD 
drive is running Mac OS X, find 

the device name of the SD card by entering 
the diskutil list command. To eject the 
card from the system, use diskutil unmount‑
Disk diskX, where you should replace diskX 

Figure 1: The first contact with the arkOS web interface Genesis.

Figure 2: At this point, you can configure general, mostly security-related, settings.

CitizenWeb 

+ 
ArkOS
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formance, network, and system alarm. You 
can install these admin tools with the but-
ton Add Widgets in the toolbar of System 
Monitor. With the Alerts function, which is 
also located at the top of the screen, you can 
define the threshold values for the various 
system monitors that have already been in-
stalled. When a threshold is exceeded, a  
suitable alert is issued via the system alarm 
widget.

Under Websites, you will find the menu 
option called Samba-Share, which allows 
file sharing with Windows computers (Fig-
ure 4). If you have installed additional ap-
plications like WordPress or ownCloud, you 

input screen, which is displayed after launch. 
At this point, you should also change the de-
fault host name arkos. You will also need the 
new name for the selection of the web front 
end in the browser. In the same screen, you 
can also make the unused portion of the SD 
card available to arkOS, which makes sense 
in most cases.

Additional general settings are available 
under the first of three icons in the upper 
right (Figure 2). Here you will find, among 
other things, the basic settings for Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL), which is now known as 
Transport Layer Security (TLS) [9]. This set-
ting makes it possible to connect with Gene-
sis via HTTPS. To do so, you need a certifi-
cate or an appropriate key. This setting is es-
pecially helpful when arkOS runs outside of 
the local LAN or is attached to an unsecure 
Wi-Fi network. In Genesis 0.4, this menu op-
tion also lets you set up and manage your 
own certificates.

You should only enable Authorization to 
give an anonymous user access to Genesis 
for testing purposes. Under the same menu 
option, you will find network settings, down-
loads of additional applications, and the Re-
covery option, with which you can back up 
and recover the system state. The icon in the 
middle in the upper right serves as the user 
account manager; the right-hand icon is used 
for updates or restarts of the system.

The modules available under Genesis are 
divided on the left side into the categories 
System Monitor, Servers, and System. After 
the installation, there will hardly be any con-
tent. Because of the Rasp Pi’s limited system 
resources, you should only install what will 
really be used. At this point, you can install 
the necessary plugins [10] and widgets (Fig-
ure 3). In Genesis terminology, plugins refer 
to applications and tools; whereas widgets 
are system displays for CPU usage, storage 
consumption, etc.

Right after this step, restart the Rasp Pi to 
initiate all changes. An annoying bug ap-
pears every once in a while: Sometimes the 
login mask insists on requesting the old stan-
dard user name and password. In this case, 
you should, after logging in, change the user 
name and password again, and it will then 
be accepted by the system.

adMInIstratIon tools
You will find the widgets that have been in-
stalled to monitor the hardware and software 
under System Monitor. These system admin-
istration widgets include monitors for the 
CPU, hard drives, main memory, system per-

Figure 3: The screen for installing plugins.

Figure 4: In this screen, you can complete the setup of Samba users and their access rights.
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plays the file tree and allows for cutting, 
copying, moving, and deleting of files. Addi-
tionally, you can set access rights for the 
files. Several tabs with various types of con-
tent are available. On the lower edge, you’ll 
see a clipboard displaying content that was 
most recently cut or copied. Notepad is a 
small editor for working on files. The Note-
pad editor supports tabs and features a 
bookmark option for frequently accessed 
files.

For advanced users
Advanced, the last entry on the sidebar, is 
used for installing apps that require more 
background knowledge, particularly those 
that could destabilize the system or make it 
unusable.

A good example is Filesystems, with which 
you can work on the filesystem. The plugin 
is used for the creation and editing of mount 
points and writes directly to the file  
/etc/fstab. The new Security plugin replaces 
the Firewall Tables plugin found in previous 
versions of arkOS. Security contains an auto-
matic firewall and defense system based on 
fail2ban [11].

The plugin Packages lets you download 
packages from the arkOS repository and 
serves as a front end for the package man-
ager Pacman used with Arch (Figure 6). The 
application System Users permits the man-
agement of the IDs and passwords of all 
users having access to the system, including 
the root user. System Users allows for the 
setting of UID and GID, the creation of 
groups, the assignment of users to groups, 
as well as the definition of one standard 
shell per user.

The Task Monitor provides a view of the 
state of all processes, including PID, CPU 
load, and RAM usage. Task Manager also is 
used to shut down processes via the kill 
command or other interrupts. Last, but not 
least, you have the Terminal, which is a VT-
100 terminal emulator [12] behaving like a 

can configure these web apps by selecting 
Websites | AddWebsites.

The Tools section provides a selection of 
essential tools. For example, Execute offers 
the quick execution of individual commands. 
With larger tasks, the console would be the 
better choice. 

The File Manager is a simplified version 
of the well-known file managers (Figure 5). 
The user interface for the File Manager dis-

Figure 5: The file manager is simple and has a comprehensive set of functions.

Figure 6: It is easiest to update the system via the plugin Packages.

Because arkOS relies on the relatively new ini-
tialization system Systemd, the command set 
for control of the services might be different 
from what you are used to. For example, use 
the following format to issue a command for a 
service:

# systemctl <operation> <name of service>

Using start and stop, you can start the indi-
cated service and also stop it again. To auto-

matically start an application when the Rasp Pi 
starts up, you can use enable; whereas disable 
disables the automatic start. With status, you 
can display the state of the services and see 
possible error messages.

The command journalctl (no parameters) is 
also very useful. It shows the complete his-
tory of the most recent boot process. You will 
find additional information for systemd in the 
systemd wiki [21].

systemd Commands
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normal Linux terminal. You can have sev-
eral instances of the Terminal open at the 
same time. (See also the “Systemd Com-
mands” box.)

PersPectIve
The next release of the arkOS system will 

be arkOS 0.5. Version 0.5 will provide new 
features, as well as improvements to existing 
features. Highlights include a revamped File 
Manager and file-storage framework, a help 
subsystem for looking up basic configuration 
information, and important fixes for the net-
working plugin. Genesis 0.5 will also support 
Radicale [13] , a small CalDAV/CardDAV cal-
endar and contact server. Last but not least, 
the new arkOS will come with the test ver-
sion of an email server based on Postfix and 
Dovecot. This release, tagged for shipping 
very early in 2014, is supposed to have all 
core frameworks implemented and will allow 
the user to configure all basic server func-
tionalities within Genesis. An improved in-
staller will support for more complex instal-
lation scenarios with SD cards and USB-at-
tached drives.

Looking further into 2014, after a few 
months of bug testing, security assessment, 
and polishing, a stable Genesis 1.0 will 
likely integrate plugins for Tent [14], XMPP 
[15], and pump.io [16]. Ongoing work on 
the inclusion of the BitTorrent client Deluge 
[17] is also underway, with no confirmed 
release date yet. After the 1.0 release, the 
next task will be to localize Genesis for 

other languages. If you would like to con-
tribute to translating Genesis into other lan-
guages, feel free to contact Jacob Cook di-
rectly [18]. Reports about bugs are welcome 
on GitHub [19].

conclusIon
ArkOS appeals both as a concept and for its 
implementation. Many users will be happy to 
discover a single tool that lets you manage 
all your network services from a single inter-
face. You can expand your arkOS environ-
ment with the many already-existing exten-
sions and also enrich it with your own Py-
thon-based plugins according to your indi-
vidual requirements. You can even create 
web app configurations yourself or modify 
existing configurations to match your needs. 
The developer is open to ideas about how to 
expand and improve arkOS.

During our tests under arkOS, the Rasp-
berry Pi showed no performance issues. The 
installations of ownCloud and WordPress ran 
sufficiently fast. The current state of the 
arkOS project is advanced enough for execut-
ing tests within your own network and al-
lowing you to make a well-reasoned decision 
about the feasibility of choosing arkOS for 
maintaining your own data.  ● ● ●

Ferdinand Thommes lives and works as a Linux 

developer, independent author, and city guide 

in Berlin.
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